
Let’s Chill Out 
For A While!
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Winter break is over, which means that
school is back in session just in time for
finals. As the semester winds to a close,
winter itself is just starting: the biting
chill of the wind is only growing stronger
and stronger, especially as snow
approaches on the horizon. We’re in for
some cold weather ahead, but I know that
us Milford folks can take it!
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The onset of January brings with it the promise of freezing temperatures, with the thermostat
dropping lower and lower as we approach the dead of winter. As temperatures decrease,
tensions increase as the whole school buzzes with activity, with teachers wrapping up lesson
plans and students studying as much as possible while the dreaded final exams grow closer and
closer. However, the best way to weather adversity is to do so together; just like our school’s
mascot, we at MHS must face this growing stress head-on, allowing ourselves to be
determined and prepared when finals finally arive.

Whether you're new to MHS or a returning student, we're glad to have you. Here at our
school, we have all sorts of avenues through which to connect with the students around you
and show your Spartan spirit. Join a club! Attend a sports game! Support our theater program!
Read our newspaper! These and more are just some of the ways you can have fun, meet new
people, and make new memories here at Milford High School.

By Jason Lewicki



You are assigned some homework due the
next day. It is not that diff icult and the
subject is interesting. You should have no
problem finishing it,  so why do you wait?
Time is ticking by and your notebook
remains blank. Your sense of urgency
grows while your precious time flows away,
and with this anxiety tags along an
unwanted craving for delay. The desire
gathers strength and eventually prevails.
You procrastinate too much. 
     There is before you an intimidating
abyss. You peer down into the void and
begin to feel sick and dizzy, but strangely,
you remain. By imperceptible means your
dizziness becomes giddiness and something
about it is violently exciting. You can’t
help but imagine the sensations of fall ing
from such a height. The rushing
annihilation. You inch a l itt le closer, then
move closer sti l l .  If you are unable to deny
this craving towards destruction, or if
there is no friend to check you, you will
fall  and die. But why?
     While the latter situation is several
levels more intense than the former, they
are both just a few of many occurrences of
this phenomenon. We, being at least in
some part bound to nature, sti l l  hold many
features of our animal ancestors; some of
them, we call  impulses. We have evolved
with them because they at one point in
history served as advantageous, as they are
supposed to help us survive by letting us
fall  back on basic survival mechanisms.  
One impulse, however, does not seem to fit
within this paradigm; it seems to have been
corrupted. Perverted. The perverse impulse
is the desire for action for the reason we
should not. This impulse is entirely
antagonistic to self-preservation, so why
do we have it?
     The protagonist of “The Imp of the
Perverse”, a short story by E. A. Poe,
claims that there is no intell igible principle
behind this desire. He repeatedly makes
clear how said desire is incomprehensible,
unreasonable, primitive, and irresistible,
and that it will  not, as he says, “admit of
analysis, or resolution into ulterior
elements.” Whether you want to trust the
confession of a murderer, for the story is of
a murderer struggling to explain his crime,
is up to you. The apparent paradox
revealed in this story sti l l  begs to be
resolved.    I    propose    three    answers:

“PERVERSE IMPULSES?”
by  Malakai Ramirez

WHAT ARE 

Punishment
It may be the result of divine intervention
or natural evolution, but the perverse
impulse may serve the purpose of
involuntarily punishing ourselves for our
sins. No matter how spiritual your
interpretation of this phenomenon, you
cannot deny that some behaviors result in a
better self and world. It would make sense
that nature would evolve in us behaviors
that would allow ourselves to further our
own interests and that of our species; when
we act in ways that violate this natural
inclination, we must repent. We must stop
whatever harm we are doing and fix the
damage, and so a trait might have evolved
to prevent oneself or one’s society from
being hurt. In Poe’s story, the narrator
explains how he fell  victim to the perverse
impulse and confessed to a murder. The
impulse in this case acted almost as if  it
were a command from a God who wanted
justice, and because of God the murderer is
sentenced to death, his violent tendencies
now unable to pass on genetically or
socially. The perverse impulse may be the
mechanism by which to destroy the
malignancy we cultivate within ourselves.

Trial
The reality of the human experience that
makes itself so beautifully, yet painfully
clear in many moments of our l ives is
undeniable. However, just because
something can be clearly observed does not
mean it is any more comprehensible.
Questions of why this profound awareness of
ourselves occurs is one matter: it  could be
because it is a sign that we are doing
something right by God or that we have
done something nature has evolved an
imperative within us to do. But the question
of how may provide some explanation for the
paradox of the perverse impulse. How does
the human spirit form within ourselves? The
specifics of how are certainly debated but no
creature belonging to the human species will
deny that the answer is trial.  In order to
attain that higher-order fulfi l lment unique
to us, rather than the base pleasure common
to all  animals, we do something beyond the
capacity of any other creature: will ingly l ive
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a l ife of struggle and improve ourselves through strife, as l ike how a sword
is formed by being beaten into proper shape. But what happens when the
external pains that impose on our desires and so become the guidelines and
guardrails necessary for our development go away? There may then be a
need to mess things up, to cause ourselves problems in order to have
something to improve upon. The perverse impulse may be the drive to fulfi l l
this need. Without some kind of struggle, l ife becomes boring and
meaningless, so there may be within us a will  to impose obstacles upon
ourselves to overcome. 

Rebirth
Although there is much debate over the specifics of what it looks l ike,
everyone can agree that progress is a good thing. Evolution makes sure that
all  l ife changes, whether individually or as a species, into an improvement
upon what behaviors were exhibited or genes were expressed before. Since
humans are subject to nature, we are also capable of progress, to an extent
unparalleled by any other creature. But how does progress relate to the
perverse impulse, a seemingly self-destructive force? In order for progress to
occur, a new state of being must be created to progress towards; this means
that progress is an act of creation. When progress occurs, something has
happened to whatever has been progressed from. The state of affairs of
whatever thing that has since been improved no longer exists. It is now
gone, irretrievable, and one could even say it has been destroyed. The former
status quo has been thrown away into nonexistence in favor of the better one
we have created for ourselves. The creation that underlies progress
necessitates destruction, and in order to fulfi l l  our natural imperative to
progress as a species, we must also be will ing to destroy. The perverse
impulse wills us towards setting seemingly needless fires simply because
something better may rise from the ashes. 

But how do any of these explain procrastination or such behaviors? Those
who do a self-destructive act rarely ever think about it as consciously
punishing themselves, or a fulfi l l ing trial to be overcome, or an opportunity
for renewal. But this is l ike saying that if  we only eat food due to its taste
and don’t think about its nutritional value, we don’t eat food for nutrients,
or that since we rarely ever consciously think of someone else’s facial
symmetry when we find them attractive, then facial symmetry is not a good
indicator of beauty. In the same way, any of these three reasons could
explain the perverse impulse, even if they are not conscious.

     It should also be noted that the perverse impulse may not even have
evolved on its own but came about as an emergent property of other mental
faculties interacting with each other. It also should be pointed out that we
live in a natural world and nature isn’t exactly how we want it to be. Just
like how our physiology can turn against us, as in the case of autoimmune
disorders, so too can our mind; it  could be that this impulse may have had a
rational use way back in our evolutionary history, but now is only a
detriment. The explanation for the self-destructive impulse could be any one
of these, or multiple, or even none, but in any case, this problem is one that
should definitely be thought about, especially considering its impact on our
lives and whether it can be used for good or i l l .

There is no passion in nature so demonically
impatient, as that of him who, shuddering upon
the edge of a precipice, thus meditates a plunge.
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G r e e n  m e a d o w  d a r k e n e d ,
B y  s u n l i t  f o r e s t ,  
I s  t h e r e  a  c a l l i n g ,
M o r n i n g  b i r d  i n  d e w ,
W i t h  c h i l d r e n  i n  t o w ?

S i m p l e  s h a d e  b y  n o o n ,
T a l l  g r a s s  w e a v i n g  s h a r p ,
W i t h  e b b  a n d  f l o w  f o r ,
C a l m i n g  r i v e r  s m o o t h .
B e  s t i l l ,  m e a d o w l a r k .

R o l l i n g  h i l l  o f  a m b e r ,
A n c h o r  a  c o t t a g e ,
W i t h e r e d  w i t h  a g e ,
R o t t e n  f r o m  n e g l e c t .
H a t c h e d  r o o f  b r a n d  n e w .

N e w l y w e d s ,  c o m e  h e r e ,
T o  t h e  c o t t a g e ’ s  h i l l –
“ M e a d o w  o f  G r a y  L a r k ” .
W e l l  o f f  i n  t h e  t r e e s ,
S p r o u t  d a n d e l i o n s .

G r e e n  m e a d o w  b e c o m e ,  
O f  t h e  s m a l l  l i v i n g .
M o r n i n g  b i r d  i n  d e w ,
W i t h  c h i l d r e n  i n  t o w ,
S i n g s  a  s o n g  a n e w .

Meadow of Gray Lark
Anonymous

CREATIVE WRITING

Western Meadow lark



Dungeons & Dragons Class Guide: The Fighter

What Types of Fighters Are There?
 Fighters are distinguished by their distinctive training
and specializations to certain fighting styles; this theme
is only further developed through the class’s subclasses,
known as Archetypes. Three are available in the Player’s
Handbook: the Battle Master is a studied expert of war,

turning combat into a science as they utilize a number of
masterful maneuvers to dominate their foes through

superior tactics; the Champion is a brawler who strives
to hone their body to peak perfection, allowing them to

land critical hits easier and slowly regenerate their
health when they’re badly damaged; finally, the Eldritch

Knight puts the ‘sorcery’ in ‘swords and sorcery’,
gaining access to a limited number of arcane spells to

supplement their martial prowess. More archetypes can
be found in additional sourcebooks, but the standard

three still grant players even more options to further
customize their Fighter to their liking, which, if you

haven’t noticed yet, is somewhat of a core theme of this
class.

What Does A Fighter Represent?
 When people think of a Fighter, they usually picture

just some bland warrior, usually in plate armor,
mindlessly whacking foes with a sword and having the

personality of a wooden bowl. Mindlessly whacking
foes with a weapon is what a Barbarian is for,

though; if you’re playing a Fighter, you’re playing a
trained combatant who learned to swing a blade when

they were six and was first sent off to battle when
they were ten. A weapon is to a Fighter what a

paintbrush is to an artist, with deft strokes and
careful strikes turning their piece of wood and metal

into a blinding spectacle of gleaming steel. If your
party wanted some dumb muscle to soak up hits for

them, they’d be better off sending a cow with a sword
tied to it into battle; a Fighter is a tactician and a

soldier, not just a witless meat-shield. If you
remember that mindset when making your Fighter, the

possibilities are endless: elite warriors from all
across human history, from European knights, to

Aztec jaguar warriors, to Mongolian mounted archers
could all serve as potent sources of inspiration for
your Fighter. In addition, consider the weapon your
Fighter wields; do they have a signature one, or do

they simply use whatever’s most useful at the time? If
they do have a signature weapon, how do they use it?
Do they have special techniques, or do they favor more
pragmatic styles of fighting? It is in a Fighter’s very
nature to be customizable and versatile; to make them

little more than a boring piece of stale bread is a
disservice to both you and the class itself.

How Does A Fighter Work?
 Fighters are often stereotyped as a simple class, one that is
best for new players who have never rolled a 20-sided die in
their lives. That assumption is…not too far from the truth,

honestly. To start, Fighters use a d10 for their Hit Die and can
use any weapon or type of armor that they want, allowing

them to be both versatile and reliable in combat. In regards to
abilities, Fighters compensate for their simplicity by making

the most of the game’s mechanics: not only can they eventually
attack more times per round than any other class, but they

also gain more ability score improvements before hitting max
level. These abilities help the class remain both versatile and

effective, letting the player customize their Fighter in any way
they choose, then set them loose on the battlefield and watch

them wreck shop. Of course, Fighters do actually get some
other abilities, though they’re pretty few in number: they can
heal themselves, take an extra action in combat, and reroll a
saving throw they would have otherwise failed, with each of
these abilities requiring either an hour-long or eight-hour-

long rest period to recharge. In addition, Fighters gain what’s
known as a Fighting Style at level 1, which allows them to

select from a small list of minor bonuses that can help them
further develop their respective...well, fighting style, from a
small increase to their Armor Class to increased damage with

their unarmed attacks. All in all, though the Fighter might be a
simple class, it's elegant in that simplicity, being perhaps the

most customizable and well-rounded class in the game.

Why Should You Play A Fighter?
 As much as I advocate for the countless ways a Fighter can be made interesting and unique, even I must admit that they are the

most simple class in the game in regards to their mechanics. With their high hitpoints, easy-to-understand abilities, and high
number of attacks, this class is perfect for those who want to play a straightforward and effective character with no complex

mechanics or spells to bog down their experience. ‘Straightforward’ does not always have to mean ‘boring,’ however: in my
experience, I’ve seen Fighters deal insane damage in a single turn through intelligent use of their various abilities and some solid

rolls, becoming the veritable MVPs of those respective fights. Combat is one of the core pillars of D&D, and Fighters are more
than equipped to be the true masters of it.
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“IF BY MY LIFE OR DEATH I CAN PROTECT YOU, I WILL. YOU
HAVE MY SWORD.” - 

ARAGORN, THE LORD OF THE RINGS

WHAT IS A FIGHTER?
 A FIGHTER IS A SKILLED WARRIOR, A MASTER OF WARFARE
AND BATTLE WHO RELIES ON SKILL, DETERMINATION, AND

TACTICS TO BRING A SWIFT END TO THEIR FOES. A FIGHTER
COULD BE A VENERABLE KNIGHT WHO PROTECTS THEIR

KINGDOM, A FAMED GLADIATOR WHO MAKES BLOODSHED AN
ART FORM, OR AN UNSCRUPULOUS MERCENARY WHO WILL
SERVE UNDER WHATEVER BANNER OFFERS THEM THE MOST

PAY, BUT EACH ONE SHARES A RELENTLESS DRIVE TO FIGHT
UNTIL THE BATTLE IS WON. A FIGHTER CAN REJUVENATE

THEIR VITALITY THROUGH SHEER FORCE OF WILL, UNLEASH
A HAIL OF ATTACKS UPON THEIR FOES IN A SINGLE TURN,

AND EVEN SHRUG OFF HARMFUL EFFECTS THAT WOULD SPELL
DOOM FOR A LESSER COMBATANT. IF YOU WANT TO PROVE
THAT RAW POWER OR MAGICAL GIMMICKS ARE NOTHING IN
THE FACE OF RIGOROUS TRAINING AND CAREFUL PLANNING,

THE FIGHTER IS THE CLASS FOR YOU.



Hey there, Spartans! In this Sports Column, you get to hear al l
about your favori te Spartan teams!

 Our Milford Wrest lers at tended the Big Red Tournament in
Tyngsboro, MA, where they f inished 8th out of 16 teams on
December 16. With Kyle Lajoie placing 2nd, Evan O'Connel l
3rd, and Eli Wales placing 4th in the tournament, the Spartans
did an excel lent job overal l!

Our Milford Indoor Track & Field team did phenomenal at their
most recent meet, with the Girls’ team finishing 7th and the
Boys’ team finishing 4th. Keely Giordano from the gir l ’s team
earned a 1st place f inish in the 55 meter dash, while Catriona
Carter and Alina St. George f inished 6th and 7th respectively in
the 300-meter dash. For the boys, Daniel Sixon earned a 1st
place f inish in the 1000 meter race, Kenyon Sora got a 4th
place in the 300 meter race, and Logan Korthals and Wil l
Whit ley f inished 3rd and 5th respectively in the 1500 meter
race. Our Boys’ 4x400 relay team finished 1st, while the Girls’
placed 2nd. Exceptional job, Spartans!

On December 15th, our Boys’ reserve and JV teams earned a
win against Sanborn, with the scores being 38-16 and 54-43
respectively. The Boys’ Varsi ty team fought valiant ly, but they
unfortunately could not win against Sanborn, with the f inal
score being 62-77. Wil l  O'Connel l got a dunk in the 2nd
quarter, and Kai Lau Quan had 7 three-pointers. 

On December 19, the Varsi ty Boys’ team picked up a win
against the Giants of Bishop Brady with a f inal score 72-22.

On December 15th, the Girls’ basketbal l team had a spli t
against Sanborn, with JV losing 29-24 while the Varsi ty pul led
through with a 52-33 win.

On December 19th, the Varsi ty gir ls dominated the Bishop
Brady team with a f inal score of 49-15.

Congratulations to the Admiral Ice Hockey Team, as they hosted
Monadnock on December 21 and picked up an 11-2 victory.

H I G H L I G H T S
DECEMBER SPORTS
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PAYTON BURKE

ANAGHA PILLAI
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MRS. KATY HEIDER
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Advisor

https://mhs.milfordk12.org/apps/pages/Student-Publication

West Street Journal
Editorial Staff ‘23-’24

We are a group of students who are striving to
report school events as well as feature fun
stories and topics for the reading pleasure of
the Milford High School student body.  Feel
free to submit your works, ideas and opinions. 

ELECTED ESC OFFICERS:

ESC President – Olivia Rolanti, Class of 2024

ESC Vice President – Rana McCloat, Class of 2025

ESC Secretary – Kamryn Duggins, Class of 2025

ESC Treasurer – Hunter Kolesar, Class of 2025

Student Representative to the School Board - Charles Cevasco, Class of 2024

2023-2024 EXECUTIVE STUDENT COUNCIL

Who’s Who?

Our world needs strong leaders. At Milford High
School, we believe that high school students can be
great leaders now, as well as in the future.  This is
why we elect our student leaders every year so they
can learn how to best serve your needs.  Get to know
them and don’t hesitate to reach out to them.
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